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In this paper we analyse the non-hyperelliptic Seiberg-Witten curves derived from M-theory that encode
the low energy solution of N = 2 supersymmetric theories with product gauge groups. We consider the case
of a SU(N1)  SU(N2) gauge theory with a hypermultiplet in the bifundamental representation together
with matter in the fundamental representations of SU(N1) and SU(N2). By means of the Riemann bilinear
relations that hold on the Riemann surface dened by the Seiberg{Witten curve, we compute the logarithmic
derivative of the prepotential with respect to the quantum scales of both gauge groups. As an application we
develop a method to compute recursively the instanton corrections to the prepotential in a straightforward
way. We present explicit formulas for up to third order on both quantum scales. Furthermore, we extend
those results to SU(N) gauge theories with a matter hypermultiplet in the symmetric and antisymmetric




It is by now a well-known fact that, as long as N = 2 supersymmetry is unbroken, the low energy
eective action is given in terms of a holomorphic prepotential F . The Seiberg{Witten solution for this low-
energy eective action sei1 allows us, in principle, to reconstruct the prepotential of the theory using a set of
algebro-geometric data. Such solution is given in terms of a suitable Riemann surface or algebraic curve ,
and a preferred meromorphic 1-form dSSW , which is known as Seiberg{Witten dierential. This dierential
induces a special geometry on , and its periods give the spectrum of BPS states of the theory. Interest-
ingly enough, this solution displays remarkable nonperturbative phenomena such as quark connement by
monopole condensation, when a mass term that breaks supersymmetry down to N = 1 is included.
The original work of Seiberg and Witten sei1 was developed for N = 2 theories with gauge group SU(2)
with and without matter in the fundamental representation. Nevertheless, this solution was soon extended to
other gauge groups and matter content by determining both the appropriate complex curve and meromorphic
dierential sun,klemm,sunmat,hananoz,son, thus leading to a substantial progress in our understanding of
N = 2 supersymmetric gauge theories. In fact, the appearance of an auxiliary Riemann surface made it
possible to identify remarkable connections. In particular, it pointed out the connection with string theory,
where such Riemann surfaces have a concrete physical meaning. Geometrical engineering geomeng as well as
M{theory/type IIA methods witten,otro,lopez2, where a vebrane is wrapped over a Riemann surface such
that the theory living in the flat four dimensional part of the vebrane become a four dimensional gauge
theory, have greatly enlarged the Seiberg{Witten curves that can be found. Therefore, those connections
have also enlarged the solutions of N = 2 gauge theories that can be studied.
Once the appropriate Riemann surface or algebraic curve is found for a given theory the order parameter
of the theory, ai, and its duals, aiD, are dened as the period integrals of the Seiberg{Witten dierential
dened over the Riemann surface. This is done in such a way that the prepotential of the theory is implicitly
dened as aiD = ∂F∂ai. Then, once one nds the appropriate Riemann surface or algebraic curve for a given
theory, the goal is to compute the period integrals and integrate them to nd the prepotential F(a).
For classical groups, with gauge multiplet and Nf hypermultiplets in the fundamental representation the
Seiberg{Witten curves encoding the solution of the theory are all hyperelliptic sun,klemm,sunmat,hananoz,son,
(i.e. those curves have the form y2 + P1(x)y + P2(x) = 0). Nevertheless, for example for SU(N1) SU(N2)
or SU(N) with matter in the symmetric or antisymmetric representation, the appropriate curves are non{
hyperelliptic, but are cubic witten,otro,lopez2 (i.e. of the form y3+P1(x)y2+P2(x)y+P3(x) = 0). Therefore,
the problem that appears to compute the prepotential of the theory is how to evaluate the period integrals
for non-hyperelliptic curves. A considerable eort has been done in this direction using a perturbation ex-
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pansion of the non-hyperelliptic curve around its hyperelliptic approximation sch1{sch4. Nevertheless, the
computation of the dual periods using that method gets very complicated and just allows one to compute
the rst instanton correction to the prepotential.
In that sense, it is always useful to nd a method that let us determine the form of F without going
through the actual computation of the periods. For N = 2 theories with classical gauge groups and matter
in the fundamental representation such methods were developed in hoker2,chan, expressing the logarithmic
derivative of the prepotential with respect to the quantum scale of the gauge theory in terms of the moduli
of the curve. Also similar methods to compute recursively the instanton corrections to the prepotential were
developed in mas1,mas2 using the connections of N = 2 theories with integrable systems. Inspired by this
fact, in this paper we develop a method to compute the instanton correction to the prepotential recursively
without computing the dual periods. In particular, we nd the logarithmic derivatives of the prepotential
for the non-hyperelliptic curves under study and use them to compute the prepotential avoiding the actual
computation of the dual periods of the Seiberg{Witten dierential. This method is the non-hyperelliptic
generalization of the work done in hoker2,chan,hoker1 for hyperelliptic curves, and substantially simplies
the calculations done in sch1{sch4. Furthermore, this simplication allows us to compute recursively the
instanton corrections to the prepotential in a remarkably straightforward way.
The structure of the paper is as follows: In the next section we review the form of the Seiberg{Witten
curves for N = 2 supersymmetric gauge theory with gauge group SU(N1) SU(N2), that are derived from
M-theory considerations. We also study the form of those curves and analyse the information that we can
extract from them. In section 3 we calculate the logarithmic derivatives of the prepotential with respect to
the quantum scales of both groups in terms of the moduli of the curve, using the Riemann bilinear relations.
In section 4 we develop a method to calculate the instanton corrections to the prepotential recursively using
the previously calculated equation. We also extend, in section 5, the results of the previous section to
the non-hyperelliptic curves obtained for SU(N) theories with matter in the symmetric and antisymmetric
representation. Finally, in section 6 we present the conclusions.
N = 2 supersymmetric SU(N1) SU(N2) Yang{Mills theories
In this paper we will focus in a N = 2 supersymmetric SU(N1)  SU(N2) theory with one massless
hypermultiplet in the (N1, N2) bifundamental representation, together with Nf1 and Nf2 matter hypermul-
tiplets in the fundamental representation of SU(N1) and SU(N2) respectively. This theory has a chiral
multiplet in the adjoint representation of SU(N1) that contains a complex scalar eld φ and a chiral mul-
tiplet in the adjoint representation of SU(N2) that contains a complex scalar eld φ^. This theory has a
classical potential with flat directions that parametrizes the classical moduli space of the theory. Along such
flat directions [φ, φ] and [φ^, ^φ] vanish, and the symmetry is broken to U(1)N1−1U(1)N2−1. The low energy
solution of the theory is encoded in a particular Riemann surface that allows us to compute the prepotential
of the theory, this surface being derived from M-theory considerations.
[t]pro.eps, width=.9Brane picture of SU(N1) SU(N2) gauge theories.
Seiberg{Witten curves
The curve for this theory was derived by Witten in witten by considering, in type IIA string theory,
D4{branes stretched between NS vebranes (see Fig.1). In this context, the Seiberg{Witten curve appears
when this conguration is lifted to M{theory, as the conguration becomes a single vebrane wrapped over
a Riemann surface. This Riemann surface is, in fact, the Seiberg{Witten curve of the N = 2 theory. For the
theory under study the Seiberg{Witten curve is given by witten equationP0(x) y3 − P1(x) y2 + β11 P2(x) y −
2β11 
β2
2 P3(x) = 0, curve
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